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In this paper, we present the procedure and results of refined design calculations of die

(extrusion) heads intended for shaping profile products of polymeric materials. The effects

associated with the change in shape and size of the profile after exiting the die head are

taken into account in calculations. The polymer is considered as a viscoelastic fluid. The

aim of the simulation is to determine the geometric shape of the head channel, which will

result in a balancing of the outflow costs from the head and ensuring the condition for

obtaining the given product profile. The modification of the channel shape by using the

optimization algorithm allows calculating the geometry of the forming channel of the

heads for the given sizes of the extruded articles. To solve the inverse extrusion problem,

the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm is implemented, which is used in determining the geometry

of the head forming channel to provide the desired shape of the extruded profile. To

describe the dependence of the shear rate on the viscosity of the material being processed,

the Berd-Carro model is used. The developed method allows solving the inverse problem

of the process of extrusion molding of continuous products; that is to say, it makes it

possible to design the necessary configuration of the die head if the properties of the

thermoplastic material to be processed and the geometric parameters of the extruded

product are known. The obtained results of the performed studies allow obtaining analytical

dependencies and calculating the most expedient design parameters of the die heads, as

well as choosing the optimal technological parameters of the process of products

manufacture, including those with complex shapes originating from both existing and new

polymer compositions.
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Introduction
The calculations of equipment for the

production of polymer products require consideration
of many technological factors and complex geometric
configurations. Therefore, they are carried out using
computer numerical simulation methods [1–3]. The
results of numerical simulation are used as a basis
for the design and technological automated design
of the technologies and equipment under
investigation, in particular, for extrusion molding of
polymer products.

One of the effective tools for geometric
modeling of technology and equipment for the
formation of polymeric products is the methodology
of structural-parametric geometric modeling [4]. One
example of the application of this promising modern
methodology of computer-aided design is a
determination of design and technological parameters
of ultrasonic equipment. It is widely used as an

intensifying factor in the production of polymeric
composite materials, both the thermosetting plastics
and the thermoplastics [5].

In the case of forming extruded molded
products, the main tool that defines the final shape
of the product is a die (extrusion) head. The
calculations of the die heads for forming profile
products from polymeric materials also implies
modern computational methods. They allow
determining the distribution of pressure, velocity,
temperature and polymer properties without
performing costly experimental studies [6,7]. At the
same time, in order to achieve a given geometric
shape and profile dimensions, it is necessary to take
into account the effects associated with changing
the shape and size of the profile after exiting the
extrusion die [8].

The task of numerical simulations is the refined
design of the geometry of the forming channels of
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die heads for the production of polymer profiles. In
processes of the production of profile products, it is
not enough to introduce changes in the specified
technological parameters of the extrusion process,
for example, the temperature regime or the screw
rotation speed to compensate for imperfections in
product dimensions.

The geometry of the extruded profiles largely
depends on the phenomenon of swelling of the
extrudate at the exit from the head. At the same
time, polymer flow rates are rearranged in such a
way that they are decreased in the direction of flow
and increased in transverse directions (the so-called
Barus effect). In the case of angular and other
asymmetric profiles, the swelling phenomenon
predetermines the need to perform shaping channels
of a slightly different geometry. At the same time,
the melt, leaving this necessary, but not orthogonal
shape, will swell into the desired geometry of the
product.

Procedure of numerical simulation
The aim of the numerical simulation is to

determine the shape of the head channel, which
will result in balancing the output costs from the
head and ensuring the condition for obtaining the
given product profile. The modification of the shape
of the channel using the optimization algorithm
makes it possible to calculate the geometry of the
forming channel of the die heads for the given
dimensions of the extruded articles [9].

The geometry of the forming channel of the
die head is determined by solving the inverse problem
of modeling, in which the target profile is defined as
the shape of the extrudate in the direction of the
flow. The task is to establish the required geometry
of the die head forming channel at the output, which
determines the equalization of the melt velocities in
the free surface region and the given geometry of
the section of the polymer profile [10].

To apply the algorithm, the initial bounded
problem is transformed so that it can be solved as a
series of unbounded problems.

The basic approach is to minimize the following
function:

     Х F Х f Х   ,

where Ô(X) is the pseudo-target function of the
geometry of the target profile; F(X) is the geometric
parameters that cannot be changed; f(X) is the
penalty function of deviating the geometry of the
profile from the specified profile; X is the set of
geometric parameters of the forming channel
(  kX x ).

To solve the «inverse extrusion problem», a
Fletcher-Reeves (FR) algorithm is implemented,
which is used to determine the geometry of the head
forming channel to provide the desired shape of the
extruded profile.

The FR method implies the search for a string
method to find the minimum function in a given
search direction. The strategy of the FR method
[11] consists in the construction of a sequence of
points, k=0, 1, 2, … such that    k 1 k
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The step size is chosen from the condition of
the minimum of the function  kf x  with respect to
t in the direction of motion, that is, as a result of
solving the one-dimensional minimization problem:

   k

k k k
f x t d min t 0   .

At the points of the sequence  kx , the gradients
of the function f(x) are mutually perpendicular. The
construction of the sequence  kx  ends at the point
for which

 kf x   ,

where  is the permissible deviation of the geometry.
The design process begins with specifying the

shape of the product. The specified product is an a
L-shaped single-chamber hollow profile (Fig. 1,a)
with external dimensions of 1530 mm and with an
internal rib thickness of 1.5 mm.

Only the shape of the forming channel is
considered which is one of the most important
elements in the extrusion process, because it must
compensate the deformation of the extrudate after
exiting the die head and ensure its predetermined
geometry.

The shaping channel is divided into two sub-
regions (as shown in Fig. 1,b) to enable the use of
algorithms for reorganizing the grid in each sub-
region when modeling their profiles. The first sub-
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region is a channel of the die head where the melt
flows. The second sub-region is an extruded profile
that is in contact with air [10].

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is used as a recyclable
material. To describe the dependence of the shear
rate on the viscosity of the material being processed,
the Berd-Carro model is used [1]. The polymer is
considered as a viscoelastic fluid. In this study, it is
assumed that the polymer temperature is constant
and equal to 1800C. The flow of the polymer melt is
considered incompressible. Gravitational and inertial
forces are neglected.

The design area must have appropriate boundary
conditions for displaying the actual conditions that
are present in the melt that passes through the
extruder head and leaves the free flow surface as
follows:

– at the entrance to the forming channel, the
melt flow rate is set;

– at the exit of the extrudate from the forming
channel, the zero pressure gradient;

– on the free surface of the extrudate
equilibrium conditions are set on the free surface
and the zero value of the swelling speed;

– on the walls of the head, the boundary
condition for the absence of slip is applied, which
under the given conditions is sufficiently correct [12].

Only the last two extrusion channels for flow
modeling have been developed and taken into
account, since they have the greatest influence on
the shape of the extruded profile [7].

The results of modeling and their analysis
At the first stage, a simulation was performed

without taking into account the possibility of
compensating swelling of the extrudate and other
effects, as shown in Fig. 2,a. The incorrect shape of
the final product is evidently due to the presence of
local sections of unstable pressure and the flow
velocity along the length of the section of the forming
channel of the head. This causes the shaping in the
process of extrusion of the profile of distorted shape
and with different wall thicknesses. The difference
in the local thickness is due to the heterogeneity of
the polymer flow velocities along the section thickness
(up to 20 mm/s), which is shown in Fig. 2,a.

Based on the results obtained in initial
simulation, the next step was the implementation of
an algorithm for solving the inverse problem of
extrusion, which consists in determining the geometry
of the shaping channel of the head to provide the
desired shape of the extruded profile. In order to
obtain the given final form of the extrudate by the
FR method, the geometry of the forming channel
over a length of 60 mm was changed. The results of
this iterative simulation are shown in Fig. 2,a, b.

When considering each section of the channel,
one can trace the features of the flow of the polymer
and determine the regions with a slow motion of the
polymer material. This can lead to distortion of the
shape of the extruded product or to the local
destruction of the polymer in it.

The deformation of the extrudate when the

a                                                                         b

Fig. 1. Calculation model: a – the dimensions of the cross-section of the extruded profile; b – the scheme for splitting

the die head and extrudate into sections of the forming channel of the die head and the extrudate that follows from it

(1 – extruded profile, 2 – forming channel)
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channel geometry is changed is the result of a
rearrangement of the velocities occurring at the exit
from the head. In areas where the flow of liquid has
a high velocity, the cross section of the extrudate
increases, and vice versa, the flow of liquid at a low
speed reduces its cross-section. To avoid this, the
considered modeling technique allows refining the
geometry of the forming channel of the head and
obtaining an extruded profile of a given shape.

Fig. 3 shows variants of the unoptimized and
optimized geometry of the initial region of the head
forming channel and the possibility of predicting the
geometry of only the last section of the forming
channel.

Fig. 3. Transverse output cross-sections of the region of the

shaping channel of the head of an unoptimized and optimized

shape: 1 – the configuration of the cross section of the head

matrix is necessary; 2 – the necessary profile configuration;

3 – irregular shape of the profile of the final product

The performed simulation implements the
algorithm of the «inverse extrusion problem», which
calculates the shape of the output section of the
head necessary to achieve the dimensions of the target
profile at the exit from the free surface. As a result,
the shape of the head channel is calculated which
will allow obtaining the shape of the specified target
profile with compensation of the swelling effect of
the extrudate.

The obtained results of the performed studies
allow determining analytical dependencies and
calculating the most expedient design parameters of
die heads, as well as choosing the optimal
technological parameters of the process of obtaining
products, including those of complex shapes [13],
from both existing and new polymer compositions.
This makes it possible to achieve savings in structural
materials in the manufacture of the die head [14]
and improve the quality of polymer products [15] by
increasing the accuracy and stability of their
dimensions as well as reducing the amount of
defective products.

Conclusions
The developed technique allows solving the

inverse problem of the process of extrusion molding
of continuous products. That means, it makes it
possible to design the necessary configuration of the
die head and, in particular, of its nozzle outlet if the
properties of the thermoplastic material to be
processed and the geometric parameters of the
extruded article are known.

a                                                                                        b

Fig. 2. Distribution of velocities in different sections of the head and extrudate: a – without an optimized forming channel;

b – with an optimized channel shape
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The procedure involves the use of multivariate
calculations of the domain with the methods of grid
reorganization, most suitable for 3D inverse problems
of extrusion molding. This allows achieving maximum
extrusion performance with high quality of the
resulting products, including its dimensional accuracy
and physical and mechanical characteristics.
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ÐÅÀË²ÇÀÖ²ß ÎÁÅÐÍÅÍÎ¯ ÇÀÄÀ×² ÃÅÎÌÅÒÐÈ×ÍÎÃÎ
ÌÎÄÅËÞÂÀÍÍß ÄËß ÏÐÎÅÊÒÓÂÀÍÍß
ÅÊÑÒÐÓÇ²ÉÍÈÕ ÃÎËÎÂÎÊ Ó ÂÈÐÎÁÍÈÖÒÂ²
ÏÎË²ÌÅÐÍÈÕ ÌÀÒÅÐ²ÀË²Â

Î.Ë. Ñîêîëüñüêèé, Ê.Ã. Êîâàëåíêî, Â.². Ñ³âåöüê³é,
Î.Ï. Êîëîñîâà

Ó äàí³é ðîáîò³ íàâåäåíî ìåòîäèêó òà ðåçóëüòàòè óòî-
÷íåíèõ ïðîåêòíèõ ðîçðàõóíê³â åêñòðóç³éíèõ ãîëîâîê, ïðèçíà÷å-
íèõ äëÿ ôîðìóâàííÿ ïðîô³ëüíèõ âèðîá³â ç ïîë³ìåðíèõ ìàòåð³-
àë³â. Ó ðîçðàõóíêàõ âðàõîâóâàëèñÿ åôåêòè, ïîâ’ÿçàí³ ç³ çì³íîþ
ôîðìè ³ ðîçì³ð³â ïðîô³ëþ ï³ñëÿ âèõîäó ç åêñòðóç³éíî¿ ãîëîâêè.
Ïîë³ìåð ðîçãëÿäàâñÿ ÿê â’ÿçêî-ïðóæíà ð³äèíà. Ìåòîþ ìîäåëþ-
âàííÿ º âèçíà÷åííÿ ãåîìåòðè÷íî¿ ôîðìè êàíàëó ãîëîâêè, ùî
ïðèâåäå äî çáàëàíñóâàííÿ âèòðàò íà âèõîä³ ç ãîëîâêè ³ äî çà-
áåçïå÷åííÿ óìîâè îäåðæàííÿ çàäàíîãî ïðîô³ëþ âèðîáó. Çì³íà
ôîðìè êàíàëó ç âèêîðèñòàííÿì àëãîðèòìó îïòèì³çàö³¿ äîçâî-
ëÿº ïðîâîäèòè ðîçðàõóíîê ãåîìåòð³¿ ôîðìóþ÷èõ êàíàë³â ãîëî-
âîê çà çàäàíèìè ðîçì³ðàìè åêñòðóäîâàíèõ âèðîá³â. Äëÿ îá÷èñ-
ëåííÿ îáåðíåíî¿ çàäà÷³ åêñòðóç³¿ ðåàë³çîâàíèé àëãîðèòì Ôëåò-
÷åðà-Ðèâñà, ÿêèé çàñòîñîâóºòüñÿ ïðè âèçíà÷åíí³ ãåîìåòð³¿ ôîð-
ìóþ÷îãî êàíàëó ãîëîâêè äëÿ çàáåçïå÷åííÿ áàæàíî¿ ôîðìè åê-
ñòðóäîâàíîãî ïðîô³ëþ. Äëÿ îïèñó çàëåæíîñò³ øâèäêîñò³ çñóâó
â³ä â’ÿçêîñò³ ìàòåð³àëó, ùî ïåðåðîáëÿºòüñÿ, çàñòîñîâóºòüñÿ
ìîäåëü â’ÿçêîñò³ Áåðä-Êàðî. Ðîçðîáëåíà ìåòîäèêà äîçâîëÿº âè-
ð³øèòè çâîðîòíó çàäà÷ó ïðîöåñó åêñòðóç³éíîãî ôîðìóâàííÿ áåç-
ïåðåðâíèõ âèðîá³â, òîáòî ïðè â³äîìèõ âëàñòèâîñòÿõ ïåðå-
ðîáëþâàíîãî òåðìîïëàñòè÷íîãî ìàòåð³àëó ³ ãåîìåòðè÷íèõ ïà-
ðàìåòðàõ îäåðæóâàíîãî åêñòðóç³ºþ âèðîáó ñïðîåêòóâàòè íå-
îáõ³äíó êîíô³ãóðàö³þ åêñòðóç³éíî¿ ãîëîâêè. Ðåçóëüòàòè çä³éñíå-
íèõ äîñë³äæåíü äîçâîëÿþòü îòðèìóâàòè àíàë³òè÷í³ çàëåæíîñò³
³ ðîçðàõîâóâàòè íàéá³ëüø äîö³ëüí³ êîíñòðóêòèâí³ ïàðàìåòðè
åêñòðóç³éíèõ ãîëîâîê, à òàêîæ âèáèðàòè îïòèìàëüí³ òåõíî-
ëîã³÷í³ ïàðàìåòðè ïðîöåñó îäåðæàííÿ âèðîá³â, ó òîìó ÷èñë³
ñêëàäíî¿ ôîðìè, ç ³ñíóþ÷èõ ³ íîâèõ ïîë³ìåðíèõ êîìïîçèö³é.

Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: åêñòðóç³ÿ, åêñòðóç³éíà ãîëîâêà,
ìîäåëþâàííÿ, ïðîô³ëü, òåðìîïëàñò, åôåêò Áàðóñà.
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In this paper, we present the procedure and results of refined
design calculations of die (extrusion) heads intended for shaping
profile products of polymeric materials. The effects associated with
the change in shape and size of the profile after exiting the die head
are taken into account in calculations. The polymer is considered as
a viscoelastic fluid. The aim of the simulation is to determine the
geometric shape of the head channel, which will result in a balancing
of the outflow costs from the head and ensuring the condition for
obtaining the given product profile. The modification of the channel
shape by using the optimization algorithm allows calculating the
geometry of the forming channel of the heads for the given sizes of
the extruded articles. To solve the inverse extrusion problem, the
Fletcher-Reeves algorithm is implemented, which is used in
determining the geometry of the head forming channel to provide the
desired shape of the extruded profile. To describe the dependence of
the shear rate on the viscosity of the material being processed, the
Berd-Carro model is used. The developed method allows solving the
inverse problem of the process of extrusion molding of continuous
products; that is to say, it makes it possible to design the necessary
configuration of the die head if the properties of the thermoplastic
material to be processed and the geometric parameters of the extruded
product are known. The obtained results of the performed studies
allow obtaining analytical dependencies and calculating the most
expedient design parameters of the die heads, as well as choosing
the optimal technological parameters of the process of products
manufacture, including those with complex shapes originating from
both existing and new polymer compositions.

Keywords: extrusion; die head; modeling; profile; thermo-
plastic; Barus effect.
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